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Dimensional reduction

in the MNIST problem), you would need more training instances than atoms in the
observable universe in order for training instances to be within 0.1 of each other on
average, assuming they were spread out uniformly across all dimensions.

Main Approaches for Dimensionality Reduction
Before we dive into specific dimensionality reduction algorithms, let’s take a look at
the two main approaches to reducing dimensionality: projection and Manifold
Learning.

Projection
In most real-world problems, training instances are not spread out uniformly across
all dimensions. Many features are almost constant, while others are highly correlated
(as discussed earlier for MNIST). As a result, all training instances actually lie within
(or close to) a much lower-dimensional subspace of the high-dimensional space. This
sounds very abstract, so let’s look at an example. In Figure 8-2 you can see a 3D data!
set represented by the circles.

Figure 8-2. A 3D dataset lying close to a 2D subspace

Notice that all training instances lie close to a plane: this is a lower-dimensional (2D)
subspace of the high-dimensional (3D) space. Now if we project every training
instance perpendicularly onto this subspace (as represented by the short lines con!
necting the instances to the plane), we get the new 2D dataset shown in Figure 8-3.
Ta-da! We have just reduced the dataset’s dimensionality from 3D to 2D. Note that
the axes correspond to new features z1 and z2 (the coordinates of the projections on
the plane).
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Figure 8-3. !e new 2D dataset a"er projection

However, projection is not always the best approach to dimensionality reduction. In
many cases the subspace may twist and turn, such as in the famous Swiss roll toy data!
set represented in Figure 8-4.

Figure 8-4. Swiss roll dataset
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Covariance matrix

Covariance measures the strength of the linear relationship between
two variables

!xy = E[(x! µx)(y! µy)] �1�

Covariance matrix C for multivariate random variable X

Cij = E[(xi ! µi)(xj ! µj)] �2�
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Principal component analysis �PCA�

Preserving the variance

4 “On Lines and Planes of Closest Fit to Systems of Points in Space,” K. Pearson (1901).

PCA
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is by far the most popular dimensionality reduc!
tion algorithm. First it identifies the hyperplane that lies closest to the data, and then
it projects the data onto it, just like in Figure 8-2.

Preserving the Variance
Before you can project the training set onto a lower-dimensional hyperplane, you
first need to choose the right hyperplane. For example, a simple 2D dataset is repre!
sented on the left of Figure 8-7, along with three different axes (i.e., one-dimensional
hyperplanes). On the right is the result of the projection of the dataset onto each of
these axes. As you can see, the projection onto the solid line preserves the maximum
variance, while the projection onto the dotted line preserves very little variance, and
the projection onto the dashed line preserves an intermediate amount of variance.

Figure 8-7. Selecting the subspace onto which to project

It seems reasonable to select the axis that preserves the maximum amount of var!
iance, as it will most likely lose less information than the other projections. Another
way to justify this choice is that it is the axis that minimizes the mean squared dis!
tance between the original dataset and its projection onto that axis. This is the rather
simple idea behind PCA.4
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Principal component analysis �PCA�

For given data x1, x2, ..., xN " #D

1. create a matrix X " #D!N with one column vector per each
sample

2. covariance matrix ! = E
!
(X! E(X))(X! E(X))T

"
" #D!D

3. find singular vectors and singular values of !
4. principal components = largest singular values and vectors
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Principal component analysis �PCA�
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Principal component analysis �PCA�

Figure 8-9. MNIST compression preserving 95% of the variance

The equation of the inverse transformation is shown in Equation 8-3.

Equation 8-3. PCA inverse transformation, back to the original number of
dimensions

Xrecovered = Xd!projWd
T

Randomized PCA
If you set the svd_solver hyperparameter to "randomized", Scikit-Learn uses a sto!
chastic algorithm called Randomized PCA that quickly finds an approximation of the
first d principal components. Its computational complexity is O(m " d2) + O(d3),
instead of O(m " n2) + O(n3) for the full SVD approach, so it is dramatically faster
than full SVD when d is much smaller than n:

rnd_pca = PCA(n_components=154, svd_solver="randomized")
X_reduced = rnd_pca.fit_transform(X_train)

By default, svd_solver is actually set to "auto": Scikit-Learn automatically uses the
randomized PCA algorithm if m or n is greater than 500 and d is less than 80% of m
or n, or else it uses the full SVD approach. If you want to force Scikit-Learn to use full
SVD, you can set the svd_solver hyperparameter to "full".

Incremental PCA
One problem with the preceding implementations of PCA is that they require the
whole training set to fit in memory in order for the algorithm to run. Fortunately,
Incremental PCA (IPCA) algorithms have been developed: you can split the training
set into mini-batches and feed an IPCA algorithm one mini-batch at a time. This is

PCA | 227
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